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ABSTRACT
We present a representation of spatial data that supports
answering of qualitative queries (involving e.g. containment
and overlap), using less time than numerical computations
on coordinates, and less space than explicitly storing the
relations. The representation is based on the well-known
bintree indexing data structure, which we refine to provide
exact answers instead of approximations. We have imple-
mented the method, and tested it on several real-world datasets
with promising results.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Geospatial and temporal data are ubiquitous in today’s

software, with a growing number of spatially aware devices
gathering and publishing data. Spatial and temporal data
are used in a great number of highly valuable applications,
like route planning, automatic navigation, modeling of phys-
ical processes, etc. However, temporal and especially geospa-
tial data are normally represented as complex numerical ob-
jects that are difficult to represent in information storing
software. The relationships between objects are implicit in
these numerical representations, and computational geom-
etry algorithms are needed to determine them. Efficient
query answering over such data for is also difficult, as in-
dexing these objects is far from easy.

During the last decades, several geospatial and temporal
database systems have been developed, featuring advanced
indexing mechanisms and efficient numerical algorithms for
answering queries over such data (see e.g. [11]). Despite
these advances, geospatial and temporal data are still signif-
icantly more difficult to handle than more traditional data.
These data types also often lag behind when new knowl-
edge representations are introduced and often need special
treatment.

The present work stems from the observation that many
applications of geospatial data are mostly concerned with
qualitative relations like overlaps or containment of geome-
tries, rather than quantitative properties like distance, area,
etc. For such qualitative applications, resorting to expen-
sive computations on the numerical representations of ge-
ometries seems wasteful. It would be sufficient to store a
(pre-computed) database table for overlap, containment, or
any other relations of interest, treating these relations like
any other in a RDBMS. But this, on the other hand also

seems wasteful, in terms of space, since such tables could be
quadratic in the number of geometries (for binary relations),
despite obvious redundancies, like e.g. the transitivity of the
containment relation.

We therefore want to create a framework for constructing
non-numerical representations of numerically represented ge-
ometries (and other numerically represented elements). These
representations should be in a format that we can store and
query in a relational database and other tuple based storage
structures (e.g. a triple store) where properties of the ele-
ments are stored explicitly. In addition to qualitative query
answering, we also want to be able to efficiently insert new
objects into the representations.

Our approach will solve the problem above by using a type
of geospatial index structures called linear bintrees [15]. The
linear bintree consists of a set of bit-strings, each represent-
ing a small chunk of space obtained by recursively divid-
ing space. Bintrees index geometries by constructing a set
of such bit-strings that represents an approximation (from
above) of the area of each geometry. Such an index structure
can then be used to quickly compute a complete (but not
sound) approximation of the answers to a query, that can
then be filtered by using the actual geometries. Bintrees
have the convenient property that they can be stored as
a regular database relation. Furthermore, the bintrees can
themselves be indexed by normal database index structures,
like B-trees, since they only consist of sets of bit-strings
where each bit-string can be represented by one integer. An-
other nice feature of bintrees is that they allow variable res-
olution, so we can have low resolution (short bit-strings) for
homogeneous areas and high resolution (long bit-strings) for
heterogeneous areas where more detail is necessary.

We will use bintrees as our representation of qualitative
information, but we will fix the approximation locally in
each leaf node of the tree. This fixing is done by comput-
ing the actual relationships between the spaces overlapping
each bintree node, and constructing a local representation
that is correct with respect to these relationships. We then
take the union of these local representations to get the final
representations.

We will throughout this paper use the term space to de-
note an object with a spatial extent. The reader can think
of these as geometries (polygons, lines, points, etc.), but
the algorithms presented in the paper can be applied to any
datatype that has a natural spatial interpretation. See Sect.
3.5 for more details. We will also assume that every space
has an associated URI that uniquely identifies the space,
and can be used for querying.



The work in this paper builds on the problems raised in
[10] where the problem of qualitatively correct bintrees were
studied from a more theoretical point of view. In that paper
the authors proved, among other things, that there always
exist a correct bintree representation for a set of geometries.

It should be noted that bintrees, which were very popular
for some time, are now rarely used in geospatial databases.
Other structures like e.g. R-trees are more efficient. How-
ever, for our purposes, bintrees are ideal, since our algorithm
exploits the recursive structure of bit-strings that is inherent
in bintrees.

In Sect. 2, we introduce bintrees in general, and our novel
notion of qualitatively correct bintrees. Sect. 3 presents our
algorithm for the construction of such bintrees. Sect. 4 ex-
plains how they can be stored efficiently in a standard rela-
tional database. Experimental results achieved with a pro-
totypical implementation1 are reported in Sect. 5. Finally,
Sect. 6 discusses related work, and Sect. 7 concludes the
paper.

2. BINTREES AS REPRESENTATION OF
SPATIAL INFORMATION

2.1 Bintrees as an index structure
The bintree is a binary trie data structure, similar to the

quadtree and octree. For a discussion and comparison of
these three structures, see e.g. [14]. The bintree is most
commonly used as either a spatial index structure or as a
compact representation of images. It consists of a collection
of paths through a binary tree, which represents a recur-
sive division of space: The root of the tree represents the
universe; children nodes are formed by splitting the parent
into two equal-sized parts orthogonal to the axis of one of
the dimensions, in an alternating fashion. These paths are
often represented as bit-strings (where a 0-bit represents a
left-edge and a 1-bit represents a right-edge) and a bintree
is then a set of such bit-strings. The depth of this splitting
then gives the depth of the bintree.

To index spaces with bintrees, one normally fix a maximal
depth of the bintrees, and for each space makes the bintree
consisting of the set of smallest blocks spatially containing
the space. Thus, if we increase the depth of the tree, we
increase the resolution of the bintree representations.

Relationships between bintrees are based on the relation-
ships between the blocks of the bintrees. A block b1 spatially
contains a block b2 if b1’s bit-string is a prefix of b2’s bit-
string, since b2 then is a part in the further splitting of b1.
We will say that two blocks overlap if one contains the other.
Based on this we have that two bintrees B1 and B2 overlap
if B1 contains a block which overlaps a block contained in
B2. Lastly, a bintree B1 contains a bintree B2 if every block
in B2 is contained in some block in B1.

Example 1. Let’s look at some examples of bintrees: As-
sume we have a square universe, and that we start by split-
ting orthogonal to the x-axis. Then the block 110 represents
the gray area in the left square in Fig. 1. The first bit rep-
resents the first split that split the universe in two and since
this block’s bit is 1 the block is in the right part. The second
bit then represents the split of this right rectangle, for which

1The source code for our implementation is available at
GitHub: https://github.com/leifhka/Qure

Figure 1: The bintrees {110} on the left and
{110, 0110} on the right.

our block has a 1 representing the top-most part. The last
bit, 0, then represents the left-most part of this rectangle.

Thus, the bintree {110, 0111} represents the gray area in
right-most rectangle of Fig. 1. This bintree then has a depth
of 4, and e.g. contains the bintree {1100, 0111} and overlaps
the bintree {1100, 000}.

A bintree representation for a set of spaces is just map from
the spaces’ URIs to bintrees. We will throughout this article
let {(A1, {b11, . . . , b1n}), . . . , (Ak, {bk1 , . . . bkm})} be equivalent
to {(A1, b

1
1), . . . , (A1, b

1
n), . . . , (Ak, b

k
1), . . . , (Ak, b

k
m)}.

Before we show our new procedure, we will first look at
how normal bintrees are constructed. The construction of
a regular index structure based on bintrees is presented in
Algorithm 1. This algorithm is somewhat different from
other bintree construction algorithms, as it is presented as a
recursive tree traversal that constructs the bintree represen-
tations for all the objects simultaneously. We have defined
the algorithm in this way to fit better with the algorithms
presented later in the paper.

Algorithm 1 The tree traversal algorithm for index con-
struction
1: function indexTraverse(node)
2: if atMaxDepth(node) then
3: rep ← makeRep(node)
4: else
5: (nodeL,nodeR)← splitNode(node)
6: repL← indexTraverse(nodeL)
7: repR ← indexTraverse(nodeR)
8: rep ← repL ∪ repR

9: rep ← rep ∪ addCovering(cov(node), block(node))
10: return rep

In this algorithm, every node is a 5-tuple, consisting of:
(i) a space, which is the spatial extent of the node, also

called the node’s universe (extracted with the function
uni);

(ii) the bintree-block representing this node’s place in the
traversal (extracted with the function block);

(iii) a set of URI-space-pairs of spaces intersecting the uni-
verse of this node (extracted with the function spaces);

(iv) a set of URIs of spaces that cover the universe of this
node (extracted with the function cov);

(v) an integer denoting the dimension along which the next
split should occur (extracted with the function dim).

The root node given to the initial call of indexTraverse
is (universe, ε, spaces, ∅, 0), where: universe is the desired
spatial universe and should properly contain all spaces; ε is
the empty bit-string (the root block); and spaces is the set
of URI-space-pairs for the spaces that we will construct a
bintree representation for.



The predicate atMaxDepth(node) is a configurable predi-
cate that should decide when the splitting of a node should
stop. This can either be set to a fixed depth, or be based
on some other property of the node, such as the number
of intersecting spaces. The predicate should always return
true if a node is empty. If we want to construct an index
structure with a constant tree depth of d, then

atMaxDepth(node) := spaces(node) = ∅ ∨ depth(node) ≥ d

Similarly, if we want an index structure where all leaf-nodes
have at most k intersecting spaces, then

atMaxDepth(node) := |spaces(node)| ≤ k

The function makeRep(node) constructs a map associat-
ing each URI of the spaces intersecting the spatial extent of
the node, to a bintree containing this node’s block. More
formally this function returns the set

{(u, block(node)) | (u, s) ∈ spaces(node)}

The function, splitNode, for splitting a node, is presented
in Algorithm 2. This function starts by splitting the universe
into two equal-sized partitions along the dim(node)’th di-
mension, by the splitSpace-function. It then splits the node’s
bintree block by the splitBlock -function, which is done by
adding a 0 and 1 to the bit string representation of the block
to get the left and right child-block, respectively.

The function then calls ovAndCov , defined in Algorithm 3,
which iterates over all spaces and constructs the sets ov
and cov of all spaces overlapping and covering the argument
space respectively. Thus, after the two calls to this function,
ovL and ovR contains the spaces overlapping the left and
right child-node respectively, and covL and covR contains
the spaces covering the left and right nodes respectively

The splitting dimension of the new nodes is computed
as the increment of node’s splitting dimension, modulo the
number of dimensions d. Lastly, the splitNode-function con-
structs the two new children-nodes by gathering the child-
universes, child-blocks, overlap- and covering-sets, and the
splitting dimension into two 5-tuples.

Algorithm 2 Splitting a node

1: function splitNode(node)
2: (uL, uR)← splitSpace(uni(node), dim(node))
3: (bL, bR)← splitBlock(block(node))
4:
5: (ovL, covL)← ovAndCov(uL, spaces(node))
6: (ovR, covR)← ovAndCov(uR, spaces(node))
7:
8: newDim ← (dim(node) + 1) mod d
9: nodeL← (uL, bL, ovL, covL,newDim)

10: nodeR ← (uR, bR, ovR, covR,newDim)
11: return (nodeL,nodeR)

Lastly, in the indexTraverse-function, we have

addCovering(block , uris) := {(u, block)) | u ∈ uris}

that is, the function adds block to the representations of the
URIs in uris.

Example 2. We will construct a toy example to examine
the procedure and the resulting bintrees. Assume we have
the following universe containing the polygons A, B, C, H,

Algorithm 3 Function computing the overlapping and cov-
ering spaces of uni

1: function ovAndCov(uni , spaces)
2: (ov , cov)← (∅, ∅)
3: for (uri , space) ∈ spaces do
4: ns← uni ∩ space
5: if ns = uni then
6: cov ← cov ∪ {uri}
7: else if ns 6= ∅ then
8: ov ← ov ∪ {(uri , ns)}
9: return (ov , cov)

and J , the two linestrings d and g, and the three points e, f
and i.
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Now assume we want to construct a bintree index of depth
5 of these geometries, and we start splitting the x-axis.

Fig. 2 illustrates the splitting procedure down one path
(hidden branches are displayed as vertical dots), where the
dashed line denotes the next split. The two nodes 00110 and
00111 are now at maximum depth. In the algorithm, the
next step is to construct a representation from these nodes.
We get the representations {(C, {00110}), (H, {00110})} and
∅ from the nodes 00110 and 00111 respectively. After this
construction, the two node’s representations are merged, just
giving the first of the two representation. We then add the
covering nodes which results in

{(C, {00110}), (H, {00110}), (A, {0011})},

giving the final representation of 0011. After this, this rep-
resentation is again merged with the representation of the
node 0010, and so forth.

From this construction, we can see that the representa-
tions of the polygons C and H now overlap, even though the
polygons themselves does not. Thus, this representation is
not correct with respect to the overlaps relation.

2.2 Qualitatively correct bintrees
As we saw from Example 2, the normal construction of

bintrees as an index structure only approximates the geome-
tries, and thus need not be correct with respect to qualitative
queries. In that example, however, we could probably just
increase the depth of the tree and eventually we would be
able to separate all geometries that should not overlap (or
have a containment relationship) into different blocks, and
therefore get a qualitatively correct bintree representation.

However, we do not know in advance how deep we have to
split to obtain this correct representation, but it is likely to
be quite deep, and can therefore result in a very large repre-
sentation. Furthermore, as Example 3 illustrates, it is easy
to construct examples where such splitting never terminates.



Figure 2: One path of indexTraverse at depth 5.
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Figure 3: Two geometries inseparable by regular
splitting.
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Example 3. The two touching geometries in the left pic-
ture in Fig. 3 illustrate a case where splitting until separa-
tion will not terminate. Since the two touching sides are not
parallel to any of the two dimensional axes, we will never be
able to separate the two geometries into two different blocks.
The picture on the right in Fig. 3 illustrates how one node
will look after many splits. Splitting this node further will
only give similar nodes divided in the same fashion.

The filtering step needed after a bintree index lookup
is necessary because the bintrees are not qualitatively cor-
rect, that is, two bintree representations might overlap even
though the geometries they approximate does not. Assum-
ing we were able to construct qualitatively correct bintrees
however, this filtering step would be redundant. This would
speed up qualitative query answering and enable qualita-
tive queries in databases and programs without support for
geometric algorithms, but could also have other use cases.
As we will see from the experiments presented in Sect. 5.2,
the bintree representations also take less space than the ge-
ometries, and are thus easier to transfer between systems,
and can be stored on less powerful hardware, such as mobile
devices and IoT devices.

In the next section, we will give a general construction
algorithm for making qualitatively correct bintree indices.

3. ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRUCTING
CORRECT BINTREES

We want to construct bintrees that are qualitatively cor-
rect, and that can still function as a spatial index structure.
To obtain correct structures we have to compute the ac-
tual relationships, and then construct the bintrees in such a
way that they satisfy these relationships. Observe that two
spaces overlap if and only if they overlap in at least one of
the leaf nodes of the index traversal tree. Furthermore, a
space contains another space if and only if it contains that
space in all the leaf nodes of the index traversal tree. Thus,
we only have to fix the bintrees locally in each leaf node to
make them correct.

Example 4. In Example 2, we saw an example of where
the index construction returns bintrees that are incorrect
with respects to overlaps. We saw that in the node 00110
we construct a representation where the two polygons C and
H overlap, even though these polygons actually are disjoint.
The following is an example of a construction in this node
that would have been correct with respect to the overlaps rela-
tion: {(C, {001100}), (H, {001101})}. Now the two polygons
overlap the block 00110, but are kept disjoint.

In the node 0010 we have that A contains d, so a correct
representation of this node should consist of a bintree for A



that contains the bintree for d. An example of this is the
representation {(A, {0010}), (d, {00100})}.

In the node 00 we have that A contains C and overlaps
both d and H. Here we also have that d and H also overlap,
but C is disjoint from both d and H. A correct representation
for this node is

{(A, {000, 0010, 0010}), (C, {0000}),
(d, {00100, 0011}), (H, {00101, 0011})}.

In this section we will outline the algorithm and assump-
tions made for construction of qualitatively correct bintrees.
Our algorithm is quite similar to the algorithm for construc-
tion of indices from the previous section, but with a few
important differences. In the next section, Sect. 3.1, we de-
fine a new makeRep-function that constructs qualitatively
correct bintrees. The algorithms constructed in that sec-
tions does not allow insert of new objects. So in Sect. 3.2 we
outline a small update of the previous algorithm such that
we also can insert elements into an already constructed rep-
resentation. Following this, in Sect. 3.3, we argue that het-
erogeneous data, leading to unbalanced bintrees, results in a
high algorithmic complexity of our new makeRep-function.
We then solve this problem with an update to our algo-
rithm providing balanced bintree representations. Lastly, in
Sects. 3.4 and 3.5, we discuss the complexity of the algo-
rithm and which other types of spatial types one can apply
our algorithm to.

3.1 Correct representations with new makeRep
The only update we have to make to the original index-

construction algorithm, is to the function makeRep. In our
new version, called traverse, we start by computing the qual-
itative relationships between the spaces now overlapping the
leaf node’s universe, which we then store as a directed graph.
We will call these graphs relationship graphs.

Algorithm 4 Function that constructs qualitatively correct
bintrees for a given tree-node.

1: function makeRep(node)
2: graph ← makeRelationshipGraph(spaces(node))
3: rep ← constructRepresentation(block(node), graph)
4: return rep

A relationship graph is a directed graph where each node
represents one space and each edge represents a containment
relationship. If we have an edge going from a node A to a
node B, then A is contained in B. To represent an overlaps
relationship between a set of spaces A1, A2, . . . , Ak, we
introduce a fresh new node B and set B to be contained in
each Ai. So B represents the intersection of all the Ais.

A bintree representation is then constructed from the re-
lationship graph of that node. This bintree representations
is constructed in such a way that it satisfies exactly the
relationships in the node’s graph. After this, the bintree
representations are merged upwards in the same fashion as
in the index construction.

The sizes of the resulting bintrees are proportional to the
sizes of the relationship graphs. Thus, the construction of
relationship graphs, as well as merging of graphs, tries to
minimize the number of such overlap nodes. For space rea-
sons, we will not write the pseudo-code for these minimiza-

tions in this article. We will however briefly outline the steps
taken to obtain the minimal graph.

The construction of a relationship graph from a node is
done as follows: Firstly, we compute all containments be-
tween the spaces, as well as maximal intersections up to arity
k. From this we construct the relationship graph by letting
every space and maximal intersection each be a node. Then
we add directed edges between the nodes according to the
containment relationships, and transitively close the graph.
So if we were to construct a relationship graph for the re-
lationships between the geometries in Example 2, we would
get the following graph:

A

gC

e i

H d B J

f

The nodes that represent an intersection will be called overlap-
nodes.

We will say that an overlap-node is redundant if its set
of successors is a subset of some other node’s set of succes-
sors. When adding an overlaps relationship to a relationship
graph we always do the following two things to remove re-
dundancy: A new overlap-node is not added if it were to
become redundant; if a new overlap-node is added, we then
remove all old overlap-nodes that now becomes redundant.

The bintree representation is constructed from a graph of
n nodes by first generating a set of pairwise disjoint bin-
tree blocks contained in the node’s block. Each node in the
graph then gets assigned one such block in postfix-order,
with each node with indegree 0 being a root. If we have a
topmost cycle, we pick an arbitrary node from the cycle as
root. Each node is assigned only one block. We will call
these blocks unique blocks, as they are initially unique for
each node. At this point all node’s bintrees are disjoint. To
obtain the final representation for the nodes, these unique
blocks are propagated according to the edges (containment
relationships) in the graph. So if a node A has an edge to a
node B, then the bintree representation of A is added (as in
a union) to the representation of B. This will ensure that A
is only contained in B if there is an edge from A to B, and
A and B will only overlap if there exists a node that has an
edge to both A and B.

Note also that A contains B if and only if A’s unique
blocks are part of B’s representation. This gives us a very
efficient way of testing containment between bintree repre-
sentations. However, we need to keep track of which blocks
are unique blocks for each object, which is done by a flag in
the block’s representation (see Sect. 4.1). Observe also that
each URI can potentially get more than one unique block (if
it overlaps more than one representation block). Further-
more, if the unique block is neighboring some other block
in the representation and these two blocks are merged, the
new merged node becomes the unique block.

Example 5. We will now give an example of the con-
struction and merging of relationship graphs. We will reuse
Fig. 2 from Example 2, but we will now assume that the pred-
icate atMaxDepth(node) holds if the number of overlapping
spaces is ≤ 4. The nodes in Fig. 4 shows the construction
of the reps of the nodes 00, 01 and 0 from Fig. 2.



Figure 4: Relation graph and representation con-
struction of nodes from Fig. 2.

A:{000, 010, 0110}
C:{00000, 0100}
d:{00001, 00010}
g:{0101, 0111}
H:{00001, 00110}

Block: 0

A:{000}
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d:{00001, 0010}
H:{00010, 00110}
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. ..
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00100

Block: 00

A:{010, 0110}
C:{0100}
g:{0101, 0111}
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. ..

0110 0111

0100 0101

Block: 01
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Note that we have normalized the bintrees, so e.g. A’s four
bintree nodes 00000, 00001, 00010 and 00011 are normalized
to the single node 000 representing the union of the four.
The unique blocks of each representation is in bold text.

3.2 Insertion into existing representation
Until now, we have only focused on bulk-loading, that is,

initial construction of qualitatively correct bintrees for a set
of spaces. Our algorithms cannot update2 existing repre-
sentations with new spaces, without recomputing the entire
representation. We will now present an updated algorithm
that can insert new spaces by only updating the existing rep-
resentation locally around the elements to insert. The new
algorithm requires only a small update of the old: Firstly,
the function traverse needs to take an additional argument
ext which represents the already constructed bintree rep-
resentations along with their spatial-representations. Sec-
ondly, we need to add the code presented in Algorithm 5
to the function splitNode. And finally, we need to store the
blocks that were split during the execution of the algorithm,
such that they are available upon insert of new objects.

Algorithm 5 The following code needs to be added to line
7 in Algorithm 2 to enable insertion of new objects into
already constructed representations.

1: if not containsSplit(ext , block(node)) then
2: if ovL 6= ∅ then
3: ovL← ovL ∪ ovExternal(ext , uL)

4: if ovR 6= ∅ then
5: ovR ← ovR ∪ ovExternal(ext , uR)

2Note that deletion is trivial: We can delete any bintree
representation without effecting the correctness of the re-
maining representations.

The additional argument, ext should be empty (empty
list, a null-pointer, etc.) if no representations have been con-
structed before. However, if we are inserting new elements
into an already existing representation, ext should contain
a mapping from URIs to pairs of spaces and the previously
constructed bintrees and the set of blocks that have been
split (ext can be a database connection to the database con-
taining the spaces and bintree representations).

The function ovExternal(ext , space) queries ext and re-
turns a map from URIs to spaces (intersected with space)
for all URIs that has a space that overlaps, but not contains,
space.

If we want to insert the spaces

S = {(uri1, space1), . . . , (urin, spacen},

we simply call traverse((universe, ε, S, ∅, 0), ext) where the
first argument represents the root-node, and ext contains
the already constructed representations.

Thus, if no bintrees have been constructed before, the
algorithm does nothing new, except for storing away the
splits. When inserting new elements the algorithm works
almost as before for these new spaces, however, we follow
the same splits as done for the initial bulk load, and when
we reach a leaf node (according to the set of split blocks)
we query ext for the already inserted spaces that overlap
that particular node, and add them to the node’s set of
overlapping spaces, and continue the execution as before.
Hence, we only need to construct a new representation in
the leaf-nodes that the new spaces we insert overlap.

After construction, we also need to update the database.
This is done by simply deleting all the blocks contained in
a block that overlaps the newly inserted spaces, and insert
the new representations and splits.

3.3 Balanced tree traversal
We have now seen an algorithm for constructing qualita-

tively correct bintrees. However, observe that the complex-
ity of the algorithm is very much dependent on the number
of spaces overlapping each node, as construction of the rela-
tionship graph needs up to nk computations of the overlaps-
relation. For heterogeneous datasets, e.g. geospatial data
with densely populated cities and sparsely populated coun-
try side, this can lead to some very computationally complex
nodes. It would be better if we could divide the spaces more
evenly between the nodes. In this section we will try to do
just that, by balancing the bintrees.

To make more balanced bintrees, we try to split each
node’s universe in such a way that the child nodes has about
the same number of overlapping spaces. This is done via a
binary search for the split where we approximate the line
that would split the spaces evenly between the two chil-
dren. Balanced splitting of bintrees and similar structures
is not a new idea and there has been done much work on
this area before, see e.g. the BSP-tree[14], the k-d-tree[14],
or the xBR-tree[17]. We make no claim that our splitting
method is the best, however, it is simple to implement, has
a low complexity, each split can be represented with a single
integer, and makes no additional assumptions on the data
(it works for any number of dimensions, can be applied to
other data types than geometries as it does not depend on
any explicit representation, etc.). However, testing these
other methods of balancing is left as future work.

Our splitting algorithm is presented in Algorithm 6, and



should replace the function-call to splitSpace in Algorithm 2.
Our new function is defined using the old splitSpace. In this
function, the variable split is the representation of the search
for the even split and is encoded as a block (that is, as a
bitstring). Given such a split-block, we can reconstruct the
split it describes.

The variables uniL and uniR contain the already decided
or fixed parts of the left and right universe respectively.
These variables have two corresponding sets, ovL and ovR
containing the spaces overlapping uniL and uniR resp.

The variables prefixed with u are variables containing in-
formation about the area not yet fixed, that is, the area
for which the split might occur. The variables uUniL and
uUniR contains the left and right universe of the split of the
undecided area (that is, the universe minus uniL and uniR),
with corresponding overlapping spaces uOvL and uOvR. The
set uOv contains the spaces overlapping the undecided area
for the next iteration.

The function ov(space, spaces) returns the set of spaces
from spaces overlapping space.

Algorithm 6 Balanced splitting of a node.

1: function splitSpaceBalanced(uni , spaces, dim)
2: (uniL, uniR)← (∅, ∅)
3: (ovL, ovR, uOv)← (∅, ∅, ∅)
4: split ← ε
5: (uUniL, uUniR)← splitSpace(uni , dim)
6: uOvL← ov(uUniL, spaces)
7: uOvR ← ov(uUniR, spaces)
8:
9: for i ∈ {1, . . . ,maxSplits} do

10: if |uOvR ∪ ovR| > |uOvL ∪ ovL| then
11: ovL← ovL ∪ uOvL
12: uniL← uniL ∪ uUniL
13: uOv ← uOvR
14: (uUniL, uUniR)← splitSpace(uUniR, dim)
15: (split , )← splitBlock(split)
16: else
17: ovR ← ovR ∪ uOvR
18: uniR ← uniR ∪ uUniR
19: uOv ← uOvL
20: (uUniL, uUniR)← splitSpace(uUniL, dim)
21: ( , split)← splitBlock(split)

22:
23: uOvL← ov(uUniL, uOv)
24: uOvR ← ov(uUniR, uOv)

25: return (uniL ∪ uUniL, uR ∪ uUniR, split)

There are two optimizations that we have added in the
implementation, that does not occur in the pseudocode.
Firstly, we add a configurable ratio r, such that we stop

the splitting if min(cl,cr)
max(cl,cr)

≥ r, where cl = |uOvL ∪ ovL| and

cr = |uOvR ∪ ovR|. Secondly, we store the best split, that
is, the most even split, we have seen so far in the splitting,
and return this split when finished splitting. The reason for
this is that the best split might not be the last.

To allow insertion of elements, as presented in Sect. 3.2,
we need to store the balanced splits. We can simply re-
place the set of split blocks we introduce in that section,
with the map from split blocks to the blocks representing
the balanced split. When inserting elements into an ex-
isting representations, we then have to reuse these splits.

Note that after many inserts, since we reuse the previously
computed balanced splits, the bintrees might become unbal-
anced. When the unbalance is higher than desirable, the
unbalanced part of the tree should be recomputed with a
new bulk-construction with new balanced splits.

Example 6. Given the geometries in Figure 2, our new
splitting algorithm will produce the splits we see in Figure
5. The topmost figure denotes the intermediate states of
the algorithm, where the topmost part shows the state right
before entering the for-loop, the middle denotes the state at
the end of the for-loop after first iteration, and the bottom-
most figure of the rectangle shows the state after the second
iteration. The area marked with north-east and south-east
lines denotes uniL and uniR resp. The area between the
dashed line and the north-west lines and south-west lines
denotes uUniL and uUniR resp.

We only show the final splits of the children nodes of the
root.

3.4 Complexity
In this subsection, we will outline the algorithmic com-

plexity of the algorithms described in the paper. We will
outline the complexity both for general spaces, by abstract-
ing over the necessary operations, and for the special case
where our spaces are geometries. We will use i(m,m′) as
the complexity for intersecting two spaces with complexity
m and m′.

To compute the relationship graph for a leaf-node, we have
to compute all containments and all intersections up to arity
k. This will therefore have a complexity of O(nki(m,m)),
where m is the most complex space and n is the number of
spaces overlapping the leaf-node.

To split a node we need to compute the intersection be-
tween each of the two children universes and every space
overlapping the node to split, once for each iteration of
the for-loop in splitSpace plus 1, which is equal to s :=
maxSplits +1. In general, this is thus O(s ·n · i(m,u)) where
n is the number of spaces overlapping the node to split, and
i(m,u) is the complexity of intersecting the most complex
space m with the universe u.

Thus, the worst-case complexity of traverse is

O
(

2δs · n · i(m,u) + 2δnk · i(m,m) + 2δnk
)

split constr. graph rep. mrg.

where δ is the maximum depth and n is the total number of
spaces. Note that δ should always be a rather small num-
ber compared to n, and should not grow quicker than log n
compared to n. Thus, we should always have O(2δ) ≤ O(n),
so the complexity is polynomial for a fixed arity k. Fur-
thermore, s can be viewed as a small constant. Taking
this into account, the final complexity can be expressed
as O(n2 · i(m,u) + nk+1 · i(m,m)), which is dominated by
O(nk+1 · i(m,m)).

Furthermore, note that the worst case, where n is the total
number of spaces, would rarely (if ever) happen in a real-
world scenario, as it requires every space to overlap, yet not
contain, every leaf node of the traversal tree. On average,
with balancing, the number of spaces overlapping a leaf-node
will be around n

2δ
.

In the case where spaces are geometries, intersecting two
geometries with a total ofm edges can be done inO(m logm+
mo) computations [5], where mo is the number of edges in



Figure 5: Balanced splitting of nodes from Fig. 2.
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the resulting intersection. Thus, constructing a relationship
graph is dominated by O(nk(m logm+mo)), where m is the
largest number of edges belonging to any one geometry over-
lapping the node, and mo is the largest number of edges in
any geometry resulting from such an intersection. We also
have that computing the intersection between a rectangle
and a simple polygon can be done by an efficient clipping al-
gorithm known as Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm [9]. This
algorithm requires only 4m computations, so splitting the
universe and computing the intersecting geometries can be
done in O(2n(4m)) = O(mn).

The memory complexity is dominated by the size of the
relationship graphs and the accumulated bintree represen-
tations. The graphs have at most O(nk + n) nodes and at
most O(nk+1) edges. Each bintree representations contains
at most O(2δ(nk + n)) blocks. Thus, the memory is bound
by O(2δnk) ≤ O(nk+1).

3.5 Abstraction and assumptions
Throughout this article we have mostly focused on bin-

trees as a representation for geometries (e.g. points, linestrings,
and polygons). However, our implementation is not fixed
to geometries, and could be used to represent qualitative
information from anything that has a natural spatial inter-
pretation where an overlaps and containment relation makes
sense. Examples of such spatial types is time intervals, sets
of (partially) ordered elements, strings, or even bintrees (we
could use our algorithm to reduce the resolution of already
constructed bintrees by constructing new bintrees with the
desired resolution as representations of the old bintrees).

More formally, we assume that ⊆, ∩ and ∪ forms a
• lattice over the set of spaces (⊆ is partial order over

spaces with ∩ as meet and ∪ as join) which is
• bounded (all spaces contains the empty space, and all

spaces are contained in the universe of the root node),
and
• distributive (if a containment or overlap holds in a

node, then it should hold in at least one of the children
nodes and vice versa).

We also assume that if (b1, b2)← splitSpace(a) then {b1, b2}
is a partition of a. Note that we also make no restrictions
on the number of dimensions the spaces have.

We have not specified what should happen if splitSpace(a)
is undefined (such as if a is a point). However, if there is
a finite number of splits possible for a space, then this cap
should be implemented in the atMaxDepth-predicate.

4. REPRESENTATION IN RELATIONAL
DATABASES

The bintrees we construct with our new algorithm, in ad-
dition to being qualitatively correct, are still just normal
bintrees and can therefore be represented and queried like
any other bintree. However, we will outline the represen-
tation and queries that were used in the experiments for
reference. We will also make a small modification of the
normal database representation of bintrees.

4.1 Representation of blocks
There are many possible representations of bintrees. We

will use the rather standard Morton block -representation [14],
but with a small modification. Morton blocks represent bin-
tree blocks as a single integer, constructed by bit-shifting the



bit-string representation of the block to the most significant
bits (except the sign-bit, if we use signed integers), and then
bitwise-OR this with the integer containing the size. Deter-
mining whether one block contains another can then be done
by simple bit-manipulation of the block’s representations.

As stated above, we will make a minor modification to
the normal Morton blocks: We will use one bit as a flag
to state whether a particular block is a unique part for a
URI. Remember that we can use this information to decide
containment between bintrees efficiently. The bit we use for
this will be the least significant bit, thus before we bitwise-
OR in the size of the block we have to left-shift the size by
1. We can then add 1 if this block should be a unique part.
Note also that by bitwise-AND-ing any such block with −2
we ensure that the last bit is not set.

This means that we in total need a number of bits equal to
the longest bit-string in our representation (say n), plus the
number of bits necessary to express the length of this bit-
string (which is dlog2 ne) plus one bit for the unique part-
flag. So if we use an integer of m bits we must have n +
dlog2 ne+ 1 ≤ m, which for a 32-bit integer allows n ≤ 25.

Example 7. Let’s assume we have a block 01101 of length
5. To represent this bit-string as a Morton block, we start by
converting it into an integer, and then left-bit-shifting this
integer until the bit-string occupies the most significant bits
(minus the sign-bit). If we have 16-bit integers, we get

0 01101 0000000000

block trailing bits

However, to distinguish this block from the block 011010, we
also need to know the length of the block. For normal Morton
blocks, the bit-shifted integer is just bitwise-OR’ed with the
length of the block, 5 in this case, which gives:

0 01101 0000000 101

block length

whereas the block 011010 would have the representation

0 011010 000000 110

block length

To add our unique block-flag, we simply bitshift the length
by 1 before we bitwise-OR it, so the two blocks will then be:

0 01101 000000 101 0

0 011010 00000 110 0

block length flag

If a block is a unique block, we just add 1 to flip the flag bit.

In the queries we use some predefined constants to make
the query more readable. We let :block_size be the num-
ber of bits in the integer representing blocks (typically 32
or 64) and :code_size is the number of bits reserved for
the code, which is then 32 − 6 = 26. However, we do not
use the sign-bit as this gives some trouble with bit-shifting
(and Postgres has neither two forms of bit-shift, nor un-
signed integers), so we are left with a code size of 25 bits.
Furthermore, let :meta_size be the number of bits repre-
senting the length of the block plus the flag-bit (e.g. 6 for a
code size of 25 bits). We will also use the abbreviation :lh

for the expression (1<<:meta_size)-1 If we bitwise-AND a
block with :lh we get an integer containing only the meta-
information. If we right-shift this once we obtain the length

Figure 6: Query finding all elements overlapping the
bintree of :uri.

SELECT DISTINCT T2.uri
FROM
:bt_name AS T1, :bt_name AS T2,
(VALUES (1), (2),..., (: code_size )) AS V(n)

WHERE
T1.uri = :uri AND
(
(
T1.block & -2 <= T2.block AND
[max block of T1.block] >= T2.block

)
OR
(
(T1.block & :lh)>>1 >= V.n AND
T2.block <= [V.n prefix T1.block] | (V.n<<1) AND
T2.block >= [V.n prefix T1.block] | ((V.n< <1)+1)

)
OR T2.block = 0

);

of the block. To test whether the flag-bit is set, we just
check if the block is an even (flag not set) or odd (flag set)
number, which is done with the standard block % 2 != 0.

For a more detailed discussion of Morton blocks and the
representation of blocks, see [14].

4.2 Qualitative queries in SQL
All the qualitative queries over our bintrees are written in

pure SQL, using only standard SELECT-FROM-WHERE queries
with basic arithmetic. The SQL query for finding the URI
of all elements intersecting :uri is given in Fig. 6. In the
queries we also use several abbreviations to make the query
easier to read. The abbreviation [max block of T1.block]

is just short for

((1 << [trailing bits]) - 1) | T1.block

where [trailing bits] is short for

(:block_size -1) - ((T1.block & :length_size) >> 1)

Thus, [max block of T1.block] computes the integer rep-
resenting the last block (according to the Z-order and limited
by the size of the block representation) that is contained in
T1.block. All blocks that are within the range spanned by
T1.block and [max block of T1.block] are contained in
T1.block.

The expression [V.n prefix T1.block] is short for (T1.block
& ~[V.n 1s]) where [V.n 1s] is shorthand for

(1 << ((: block_size - V.n) - 1)) - 1

So [V.n prefix of T1.block] computes the integer rep-
resenting the bit-string of length V.n which is a prefix of
T1.block. After bitwise-OR-ing with the length of the block,
we obtain the blocks containing T1.block.

The queries finding the URI of all bintrees that are con-
tained in and contains :uri is given in Fig. 7. In these
queries the bracket-shorthand is the same as before. De-
spite the length of these queries, there is a simple idea be-
hind: First find all possible results based on a containment
relationship for a single unique part (the possible-table),
then find all of these possible results that are not satisfying
the query based on all unique parts (the remove-table), and
lastly return all possible URIs that should not be removed.



Figure 7: Queries finding all elements that are con-
tained in and contains the bintree of :uri resp.

WITH
possible AS (

SELECT DISTINCT T2.uri , T2.block
FROM :bt_name T2, :bt_name T1
WHERE

T1.uri = :uri AND
T2.block % 2 != 0 AND
T1.block & -2 <= T2.block AND
T2.block <= [max block of T1.block];

),
remove AS (

SELECT P.uri
FROM (SELECT P.uri , T.block

FROM :bt_name AS T,
(SELECT DISTINCT uri
FROM possible) AS P

WHERE T.block % 2 != 0 AND
P.uri = T.uri

) AS P
LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT DISTINCT block
FROM possible

) AS B
ON (P.block = B.block)

WHERE B.block IS NULL
)

SELECT DISTINCT P.uri
FROM possible AS P LEFT OUTER JOIN remove AS R

ON (P.uri = R.uri)
WHERE R.uri IS NULL;

WITH
possible AS (

SELECT DISTINCT T2.uri , T1.block
FROM

:bt_name T1, :bt_name T2,
(VALUES (1), (2), ..., (: code_size )) as V(n)

WHERE
T1.uri = :uri AND
T1.block % 2 != 0 AND
(T1.block & :lh)>>1 >= V.n AND
T2.block >= [V.n prefix T1.block] | (V.n<<1) AND
T2.block <= [V.n prefix T1.block] | ((V.n< <1)+1)

),
remove AS (

SELECT B.uri
FROM (SELECT T.block

FROM :bt_name AS T
WHERE T.uri = :uri AND

T.block % 2 != 0
) AS B
LEFT OUTER JOIN
possible AS P
ON (P.block = B.block)

WHERE B.block IS NULL
)

SELECT DISTINCT P.uri
FROM possible AS P LEFT OUTER JOIN remove AS R

ON (P.uri = R.uri)
WHERE R.uri IS NULL;

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Setup and outline of experiments
In this section we will outline the experimental results we

have obtained from our implementation of the algorithms in
this paper. Our implementation is written in Java and is
available online3.

All the experiments were run on a Dell Latitude E6430
laptop with an Intel Core i7-3630QM CPU with 3220Mhz
and 8 threads on 4 cores, having 8GB of memory, running
Debian GNU/Linux 8 with OpenJDK version 1.8.0 102 and
PostgreSQL version 9.5.3 running PostGIS 2.2.2 r14797.

In the tables in this section we use the term Total size
to denote the total size of the database relation, that is,
the table size plus the size of the index structure and other
metadata, and Table size denotes the size of the relation
table alone.

The geometries were indexed using the default geospa-
tial index structure in PostGIS, R-tree over GiST (Normal
R-trees are deprecated in the current version PostGIS, how-
ever R-tree over GiST have comparable performance as nor-
mal R-trees[1, 12]) and URIs were indexed using the stan-
dard B-tree. For the bintrees we used B-trees for both
URIs and blocks. We also added an additional partial in-
dex on the block column when block % 2 != 0 for efficient
containment-queries. The explicit relations were also in-
dexed by B-trees, and we indexed the first two columns
in the ternary overlap-table and both the columns in the
containment-table.

In Table 1, we outline the key information of the four
datasets which we have tested our algorithm on. The first
dataset, osm no consists of all geometries from the map of
Norway4 (extracted 02.05.16) in Open Street Map5. The
dataset osm dk consists of the geometries from the map of
Denmark 6 (extracted 13.06.16) in Open Street Map.

The third dataset, dallas, is a collection of polygons de-
scribing parcel and tax appraisal data in and around the
City of Dallas from 20157, distributed by the Dallas City
Hall’s GIS Service8.

The last dataset, npd, is a dataset with geometries de-
scribing petroleum activity on the Norwegian continental
shelf (extracted 01.02.13) and is distributed by the Norwe-
gian Petroleum Directorate9.

5.2 Storage space and construction time of rep-
resentations

Information on the overall best-case construction of our
representations for the datasets can be seen in Table 2. From
these results, we see that the bintrees use significantly less
space than the explicit representations: less than 2% for
the npd-dataset, and about 25% for the other three. The
bintrees also take up much less space than the geometries.

The npd-dataset differs from the other sets in that it takes
about 10 times more space than the geometries. However,
the explicit tables takes over 50 times more space than the

3https://github.com/leifhka/Qure
4download.geofabrik.de/europe/norway.html
5www.openstreetmap.org/
6download.geofabrik.de/europe/denmark.html
7gis.dallascityhall.com/Downloads/ShpZip/parcel.ZIP
8gis.dallascityhall.com/
9factpages.npd.no/factpages/



Table 1: Size information for the datasets on which we tested our algorithm.

Dataset #Total
#Multi
Polygons

#Multi
Lines

#Points
Total size
(mb)

Relation
size (mb)

GiST index
size (mb)

osm no 1,924,774 911,567 882,253 130,954 732 566 112
osm dk 1,805,012 1,015,815 702,559 92,104 601 382 140
dallas 471,080 471,080 0 0 205 156 29
npd 13,358 6,310 148 6900 4.3 2.7 1.0

Table 2: Information about our bintree representation on all the datasets.

Dataset
Max
depth

Overlaps-
arity

Total size,
bintrees
(mb)

Table size,
bintrees
(mb)

Total size,
explicit
(mb)

Table size,
explicit
(mb)

Constr.
time
(min)

Insert
time,
random
(s)

Insert
time,
local (s)

osm no 15 3 407 164 1752 861 24 (27)* 13 (21) 2.2 (6.7)
osm dk 15 3 389 157 2091 1027 21 (24) 14 (21) 2.7 (7.4)
dallas 13 3 136 56 524 258 5 (5) 14 (18) 0.9 (2.3)
npd 10 3 59 26 2630 1305 5 (5) 134 (155) 88 (104)

* The numbers show execution time of the traverse function on the elements to insert, whereas the numbers in parenthesis
include parsing of geometries, deleting old entries in the DB and inserting the result. Insertion times denote the time for a
bulk insert of 100 geometries, averaged over 20 runs. Constr. time denotes the bulk insert of the entire dataset.

bintrees. The small geometries and relatively large bintrees
can be explained by the fact that the geometries contains
few edges on average but have many overlaps.

As insert-operations’ complexity depends mostly on the
number of leaf-nodes the inserted elements overlap with, we
have done two different types of insert benchmarks. To se-
lect the 100 URIs for insert we have one benchmark were
we pick 100 random URIs (from anywhere in the universe),
and one where we pick one random URI and that URI’s 99
closest neighbors. The first is a typical update of existing el-
ements (e.g. a road may have been slightly moved), whereas
the localized insert is a typical extension of the database
(e.g. one wants to add an entire new city to the database).

We will now look at how the different parameters effect
the space and construction time of the representations. For
these tests, have chosen the datasets osm no and dallas to
demonstrate the effects on a heterogeneous and homoge-
neous dataset, respectively. Unless modified by the param-
eters of the experiments, all the following results are run
with

atMaxDepth(node) := depth(node) ≥ maxDepth ∨
|spaces(node)| ≤ 30

This is not necessarily optimal for all the datasets, but it
was the overall best of the tested values.

In Table 3 we can see the effect of changing the overlaps
arity. As we can see, the size changes very little for the
bintrees, but the size increases quite drastically for the ex-
plicit representations. Note also that the construction time
increases due to a more complex relationship graph construc-
tion. We did not manage to construct the explicit tables for
k = 4 due to its large size. However, as the bintree rep-
resentations for arity 4, and the explicit representations for
arity 4 are larger than for arity 3, the bintrees are obviously
much smaller than the explicit representations also for arity
4. The decrease in size for larger arities can be explained
by the fact that we remove redundant overlap-nodes in the
relationship graphs. For instance, a single ternary-overlaps
represents 3 binary-overlaps.

Table 3: The effect of the overlaps-arity on the
size and construction time of the representations,
all with max depth of 15.

Dataset
Overlaps-
arity

Table
size,
bintrees
(mb)

Table
size, ex-
plicit
(mb)

Constr.
time
(min)

osm no 2 173 299 25 (27)
osm no 3 164 861 24 (27)
osm no 4 161 - 26 (28)
dallas 2 70 77 6 (7)
dallas 3 68 258 6 (7)
dallas 4 63 - 7 (7)

Table 4: The effect of the representation depth on
the size and construction and insertion time, all with
overlaps-arity 3.

Dataset
Max
depth

Table
size
(mb)

Constr.
time
(min)

Insert
time,
random
(s)

Insert
time,
local (s)

osm no 10 143 39 (41) 208 (263) 6.0 (12)
osm no 13 151 23 (25) 23 (36) 1.4 (5.8)
osm no 15 164 24 (27) 13 (21) 2.2 (6.7)
osm no 17 193 32 (38) 13 (20) 4.8 (9.7)
dallas 10 49 4 (5) 33 (49) 0.8 (2.3)
dallas 13 56 5 (5) 14 (18) 0.9 (2.3)
dallas 15 69 6 (7) 13 (16) 1.6 (3.1)
dallas 17 68 7 (8) 14 (17) 1.7 (3.4)



Table 5: Construction time and size time of repre-
sentations with the same parameters as in Table 2,
but without balanced splitting of nodes.

Dataset Table size (mb) Constr. time (min)
osm no 174 166 (169)
osm dk 161 114 (116)
dallas 63 4 (5)
npd 20 13 (13)

In Table 4 we can see the effect of changing the represen-
tation depth. As we can see, higher representation depth
gives larger representations, but reduced insert time. How-
ever, note that if the representation depth becomes too high,
the insertion time can actually increase. This happens when
the geometries already are sufficiently separated, so the ex-
tra depth does not reduce the number of geometries intro-
duced in the traversal on insertion. However, it does increase
the number of queries for geometries (one for each node at
representation depth).

Table 5 displays the construction times of the datasets
without any balancing of the nodes, that is, with regular
splits. As we can see, this has a severe impact on the running
time of the algorithm for all but the dallas-dataset. This
dataset is, as stated above, quite homogeneous, and does
therefore not benefit much from the balanced split.

5.3 Query-time analysis
To test the query performance of our bintree representa-

tions, we made one benchmark for each representation with
2000 URIs for the binary overlaps and containment queries,
and one with 500 for the ternary overlaps queries. The URIs
were selected randomly from each dataset. Each type of
query was then run on every URI of the respective dataset.
The queries were ran in a plpgsql for-loop, and the result can
be seen in Table 6. The numbers presented are the average
time of a single query in milliseconds.

In the table, 2-overlaps contains the time average (over
the 2000 queries) it takes to run a single overlaps query that
finds all URIs overlapping a given URI (see Fig. 6). The
query over the geometries used the ST_intersects-predicate
from PostGIS.

The column 3-overlaps contains the average time (over
the 500 queries) for running the ternary-overlaps query, that
finds all pairs of URIs that ternary-overlap a given URI. This
query for bintrees is not presented due to size constraints.
However, it just runs two binary-overlaps queries over the
given URI in the FROM-clause that, in addition to selecting
the overlapping URIs also gives the intersection of the over-
lapping blocks. It then joins these two tables on intersecting
blocks, as done in the normal binary-overlaps query. The
geospatial query does something similar. We obtained best
query performance with the following WHERE-clause:

T1.uri = :uri AND ST_intersects(T1.geom , T2.geom)
AND ST_intersects(T1.geom , T3.geom) AND
ST_intersects(T1.geom , ST_intersection(T2.geom , T3.geom))

The columns contains and within contain the time for
queries finding all URIs that contains, and is contained in,
the representation for a given URI, respectively. (See Fig. 7
for the bintree-variants). In the geospatial queries we used
the predicates ST_covers and ST_coveredBy.

From these experiments, we can see that our bintree repre-
sentations were more efficient for all queries on all datasets,
except binary overlaps for npd. The ternary-overlaps queries
for the npd-dataset timed out for both the bintrees and the
geometries, with a timeout set on 200 seconds. The reason
for the high execution time on the binary-overlaps bench-
mark for the bintrees for npd can be attributed to the SELECT
DISTINCT T2.uri-part of the query. In the npd-dataset,
there is a very high number of overlapping geometries that
also overlap over many blocks. This leads to duplication of
the T2.uri, and thus an expensive sorting procedure.

6. RELATED WORK
There has been done much work on efficient representa-

tions of transitive relations (see e.g. [2, 16, 8]), however none
of these representations contains any information about the
relative position of the elements. This means that we would
have to recompute the entire representation on every insert
of new objects. Furthermore, the construction of these rep-
resentations does not take into account how the relationships
between the elements are computed and does not facilitate
any efficient extraction. Thus, we would need an additional
index structure over the elements in the representation to
extract these relationships.

Papadias and Sellis developed a qualitative representation
of spatial data based on arrays [13], which is rather compact.
However, this representation also does not provide any effi-
cient construction, nor any effective insert of new objects.

There has also been done a lot of work on different rep-
resentations of qualitative data in general, however, most of
them use constraint networks as representation (see e.g. [4,
7, 6]). Furthermore, these representations are more focused
on the reasoning properties rather than efficient query an-
swering, and therefore do not scale to large datasets.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have seen that construction of bintrees correctly rep-

resenting the qualitative spatial information from a set of
spaces (e.g. geometries) can be done efficiently, giving rep-
resentations taking up less space than the geometries and
significantly less space than the explicit information they
contain. The bintrees also answer qualitative queries faster
than queries over the geometries. We have seen that both
our algorithm and resulting representation works well for
large real-world datasets. We have also observed that our
representations are less useful for small datasets with very
densely packed geometries.

In the future, there are many optimizations we want to im-
plement to make the representations smaller. As neighbor-
ing bintree blocks can be merged into one node (the block’s
parent), an optimal assignment of unique blocks that maxi-
mizes such merges can have a great impact on the final size
of the representations, and thus also query-times. We there-
fore want to adapt the algorithm from [2] to our algorithm
for assigning unique blocks to nodes. This is an algorithm
that assigns numbers to nodes in a directed acyclic graph in
such a way that the number of intervals denoting each node’s
graph reachability is minimal. As blocks really just repre-
sent intervals (in the z-order [14]), adapting this algorithm
should be rather simple.

Furthermore, we want to extend the number of qualita-
tive relations our algorithms can handle. Currently, we are



Table 6: Query-time analysis of the bintree representations indexed with B-trees vs. the geometries indexed
with R-trees over GiST. All numbers are average time for a single query in milliseconds.

Dataset
2-overlaps,
bintrees

2-overlaps,
geometries

3-overlaps,
bintrees

3-overlaps,
geometries

Contains,
bintrees

Contains,
geometries

Within,
bintrees

Within,
geometries

osm no 0.96 3.64 4.94 24.45 0.43 2.03 0.70 2.24
osm dk 1.74 3.52 2.70 8.82 0.45 1.62 0.71 2.21
dallas 2.30 2.30 3.57 7.25 0.45 0.92 0.68 0.96
npd 38.40 5.80 - - 1.28 1.90 0.85 3.40

working on adding the touching relation. With the addition
of this relation and bintree complement, our system would
be able to handle all of the RCC8 (see e.g. [7]). Blockwise
algorithms for computing the touching relation on quadtrees
is already done [3], so we only need to adapt that algorithm
to bintrees and update the makeRep-function to compute
correct bintrees with respect to this additional relation.
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